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Abstract—Underwater Acoustic (UWA) communication sys-
tems still rely heavily on at-sea trials. This work presents an
operational framework that significantly reduces the need for
practical experiments. The key idea is to generate channel im-
pulse responses (CIRs) drawn from probability density functions
constructed based on trusted information and to employ Monte
Carlo simulations to develop new UWA communication systems.
Hence, the proposed operational framework depends only on
cheaper-to-acquire physical measurements to produce CIRs. It
comprises a model-based CIR replay tool and a stochastic-based
UWA channel simulator. The former can be any model-based
CIR replay tool, and the latter is proposed in this work and
validated using data from four different practical experiments.
We also carried out experiments for a transmit beamforming
with signals digitally modulated in binary phase-shift keying,
which were transmitted by an array and by a single source with
equivalent power. For the array, the ideal transmit direction
comes from the lowest bit error rate (BER) obtained with
computer simulations. This paper compares the performance of
the transmit array to the single source transmission and the
results of a practical experimental transmission with a Monte
Carlo simulation employing the proposed technique. We show
that both achieved close results regarding BER and mean squared
error. The conclusion is that the proposed operational framework,
once adjusted to the specific transmission site, can be used to
design new UWA communication systems, eliminating the burden
of at-sea trials for tests of new transceivers. Finally, we conducted
real-life transmit beamforming experiments to verify the BER
gain obtained in practice using the steering angle obtained from
simulations.

Index Terms—Channel characterization, channel simulation,
Monte Carlo simulation, underwater acoustic communication,
stochastic-based simulation, transmit beamforming, transmit ar-
rays, array signal processing, hydrophones, and underwater
acoustics projectors.
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UNDERWATER acoustic communication is firmly rooted

in numerous applications. Examples can be found in

a plethora of areas, from scientific biological research to

commercial oil exploration, including coast defense, marine

protection, and climate-change research [1]–[4]. The research

on this topic has been driving submarine communication

studies further, looking for the best solution for every type

of application. Improvements in underwater acoustic (UWA)

communications depend not only on algorithmic innovations

but also on their architectures. In communications, arrays of

transmitting and receiving elements provide a way to control

the directional properties of transmission and reception. In

an underwater environment, UWA arrays are generally used

for detection, estimation, and tracking [5]. These arrays form

directional beams that enable reliable communication as well

as increased transmission gain and range. Recent works have

shown that a substantial performance improvement can be

achieved by combining beamforming, matched filter, massive

MIMO, and simple linear detection schemes, such as zero-

forcing (ZF) and minimum mean square error (MMSE) [6]–

[9]. However, unlike radio-frequency (RF) communications

through the air, whose development is now primarily based

on channel-simulation techniques, UWA still relies on exten-

sive sea trials for validation and testing of communication

algorithms [10]. This at-sea-trial dependency slows down the

progress of new technologies because the required equipment

is expensive and not always available.

An alternative to the at-sea-trials is model-based channel

impulse response (CIR) replay tools, which provide deter-

ministic CIRs based on the ray theory and the environment.

Common examples of this type of channel generator are the

BELLHOP [11] and TRACEO [12]. The deterministic aspect

of this CIRs is a hindrance to the development of reliable UWA

communication systems, preventing the use of Monte Carlo

simulations. On the other hand, conceiving new modern RF

communication systems without employing of Monte Carlo

simulations is an arduous task. This simulation technique is

vastly used in developing wireless RF systems, providing a

way of computing the average behavior of the systems. To

overcome the limitations of the model-based CIR replays tools,

other works have prosed different approaches.

The authors in [13] have categorized the general methods

of simulations. The first group is the direct replay, where the

simulator reproduces measured channel conditions [10], [14].

The second group is the stochastic-based replay, in which

the simulator generates channel conditions with statistical
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Fig. 1. Operational framework for the novel Monte Carlo UWA channel simulator. CTD stands for conductivity, temperature, and depth.

properties similar to measurements [15]–[17]. However, there

is no consensus in the literature for the best probability density

functions (PDFs) to be used; they vary according to bathymet-

ric profile. Some common distributions are Rayleigh [18], Rice

[19], [20], log-normal [21], K [22], and Beta-Nakagami [23].

The third group is the model-based replay, where physical

modeling creates the channel conditions based on environ-

mental information [24]–[27]. An interesting approach was

recently adopted by [28], in which a ray tracer was extended

to incorporate multipath fading, platform mobility effects, and

ambient noise. However, the article’s purpose is to analyze the

acoustic network performance in ice-covered environments,

and the validity of the model used in the simulations was not

an issue.

The stochastic-based replay is the most suitable option for

Monte Carlo simulations, and stochastic-based UWA channel

simulators by themselves produce CIRs that can be em-

ployed in UWA system simulations. Moreover, it needs to

be trustworthy to produce accurate and realistic CIRs that

can be used to test UWA communication systems extensively.

However, stochastic information about the channel is needed,

and this type of data is only acquired from at-sea trials.

This paper proposes an alternative to the development of new

UWA communication systems, with Monte Carlo simulations

based on the operational framework depicted in Fig. 1, where

N corresponds to the number of measurements and h(t) a

possible CIR.

The main goal of this paper is to propose an operational

framework that minimizes the number of at-sea-trials for

the development of UWA communications systems. Exten-

sively practical experiments were carried out to validate this

proposal. Additionally, the proposed framework is used to

investigate a more efficient UWA transmission when an array

is employed for transmission. The specific contributions of this

paper are:

1) The characterization of the UWA channel of the Enseada

dos Anjos region, which is a bay in Arraial do Cabo

in the state of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (22◦58′38.2′′S,

42◦01′10.4′′W). We provide PDFs for the gains and

delays for different ranges in the region, which were

obtained from numerous practical transmissions. To the

best of our knowledge, no other work documents such

characterization of this region.

2) An operational framework that ensembles a model-based

CIR replay tool and a stochastic-based UWA channel sim-

ulator to generate accurate and reliable CIR realizations.

The proposed framework minimizes the at-sea-trials by

requiring inputs that are cheap to obtain, namely con-

ductivity, temperature and depth (CTD) measurements as

well as bathymetry. Therefore, the operational framework

can output a significant number of CIRs, extending the

simulator’s capability. Moreover, it will not be necessary

to go to sea for further testing once the oceanographic

information has been acquired. In order to ensure the

reliability of the channel simulator, the statistics of the

channels generated by the simulator were compared with

real data statistics and confirmed by statistical inference

tests. The proposed framework was used to replicate a

real at-sea transmission, achieving similar performance

as the experiments for bit-error rate (BER) and mean

square error (MSE).

3) A more efficient UWA signal transmission, employing a

transmit beamforming. Using a binary phase-shift keying

(BPSK) signal and assuming known parameters of the

maritime environment, we show how to obtain the beam-

forming angle that provides the lowest BER compared to

the BER resulting from a single source transmitting with

equivalent power.

The remaining of this work is organized as follows. Sec-

tion II presents the general model for the UWA channel

and the model used for the transmission when beamforming

is employed at the transmitter. Section III characterizes the

statistical information of the channel. Section IV shows the

process of generating the statistical information to the real

channel artificially and validates this data by comparing it

with the data obtained from the practical experiments. Sec-

tion V presents the stochastic-based UWA channel simulator.

Section VI shows how the proposed framework functions and

how it can be exploited to develop UWA communication

systems using Monte Carlo simulations. Section VII presents

the transmit beamforming with simulations and experimental

results. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section VIII.
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Fig. 2. Sketch of the transmitter with a p-sources array beamforming the transmitted signal at the direction θ.

As for the notation used herein, vectors and matrices are

represented in boldface with lowercase and uppercase letters,

respectively. The notations [·]T, [·]H, [·]−1 stand for transpose,

conjugate transpose (Hermitian) and inverse operations on

[·], respectively. The symbols N, R, R+, and C denote the

sets of natural, real, non-negative real, and complex numbers,

respectively. The set of C
M×N denotes all M × N matrices

comprised of complex-valued entries. The operator ℜ{[·]}
stands for the real part of [·]. The symbols 0M×N , and IM
denote an M ×N matrix with zeros and the M ×M identity

matrix, respectively.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Channel Model

In a typical UWA communication system, the signal trans-

mitted by a source arrives at the receiver through different

paths, with distinct directions and delays due to dispersion and

reflections in underwater objects, and at the surface and bottom

of the sea [29]. These multiple delayed and distorted versions

of the transmitted signal can cause intersymbol interference

(ISI) [30]. Another phenomenon in UWA communication is

the Doppler effect due to the ubiquitous relative velocity

among the multiple paths between transmitter and receiver.

Although Doppler is always present in UWA transmissions

since the tide always moves the transmitter and receiver,

sometimes it can be neglected, as will be further discussed in

Section VI. If we take all these effects into account, we would

be able to model the CIR as a linear time-variant system with

impulse response given by [31]

h(t, τ) =
∑

l∈L

Alδ (τ − (τl − alt)) , (1)

where Al ∈ R+ is the amplitude for the lth path, τl(t) ∈ R+

is the delay for the lth path, al is the Doppler scaling factor

for the lth path, and L = {1, 2, · · · , L} is the set containing

all path indexes.

B. Transceiver Model

Consider x(t) a narrowband analytical signal given by

x(t) = sne
jΩ0t, (2)

where, in this work, sn ∈ C = {−1,+1} is a BPSK message,

Ω0 = 2πf0 is the angular frequency and f0 ∈ R+ is the carrier

frequency. This signal is transmitted by a P -source array, as

illustrated in Fig. 2. Each source transmits a delayed version

of x(t)
xp(t) = x(t− rp), (3)

where rp ∈ R+ is the delay associated with the pth source

given by

rp =
dpcos(θ)

c
, ∀p ∈ P, (4)

where θ ∈ [0, π] is the direction of the transmitted signal,

dp ∈ R+ is the distance between the pth source and the first

source, c is the speed of sound in the environment, and P =
{1, 2, · · · , P} is the set containing all source indexes [32].
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Note that r1 = 0 since d1 = 0. The transmitted signal by the

pth source can be written as

xp(t) = x(t)e−jΩ0rp , (5)

and the transmitted vector x(t) = [x1(t) x2(t) · · · xP (t)]
T

can be written as

x(t) = x(t)a(θ), (6)

where a(θ) ∈ C
P×1 is the steering vector defined as [33]

a(θ) =
[

1 e−jΩ0r2 · · · e−jΩ0rP
]T

. (7)

The received signal y(t) after a transmission with a P -

source array through a UWA channel is given by

y(t) = ℜ







∑

p∈P

∑

l∈L

Alxp((1 + al)t− τl)ap(θ)







+ w(t),

= ℜ







∑

p∈P

∑

l∈L

Alsne
jΩ0(1+al)te−jΩ0τlap(θ)







+ w(t),

(8)

where w(t) ∈ R is the UWA environment noise. After

the modulation and an assumed ideal sampling process, the

received signal is given by

yn = ℜ







∑

p∈P

∑

l∈L

Alsne
jΩ0alne−jΩ0τlap(θ)







+ wn, (9)

where wn is the discrete-time noise and n the discrete time

index related to the continuous-time by t = n/fs, fs doing

the sampling frequency.

The performance of this UWA communication system can

be evaluated in the terms of the BER. Then, the optimal

direction θ⋆ is given by

θ⋆ = min
θ∈R

{Pr [yn 6= sn]}. (10)

Finding the optimal direction is an arduous task since the

channel is unknown beforehand. An alternative to overcome

this issue is using a reliable stochastic-based UWA chan-

nel simulator. The following sections present an operational

framework that can help with such matters.

We note that underwater acoustics software, using boundary

conditions of the wave equation, shows the wave’s behavior

on the seafloor. However, this tool does not generate a chan-

nel impulse response, making it challenging to analyze the

received signal, especially for communications with arrays.

A channel simulator produces an estimated channel impulse

response (ĥ), which helps identify the signal received after the

channel.

III. STATISTICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF THE CHANNEL

The first step to be considered in the operational framework

is to create the model-based CIR replay tool to generate

the necessary statistics for a stochastic-based UWA channel

simulator validated by real UWA channel experiments. We

propose the framework, explain it, and test it using data

from Enseada dos Anjos (22◦58′38.2′′S, 42◦01′10.4′′W). Four

TABLE I
SETUP FOR THE TRANSMISSIONS USED IN THE STATISTICAL

CHARACTERIZATION OF THE Enseada dos Anjos

Experiment Range (m)
Duration (ms)

Chirp Guard Time

1st 150 240 80

2nd 250 184 92

3rd 1,500 1,000 1,000

4th 250 184 92

Source

Hydrophone

20 m
10 m

250 m

Fig. 3. Illustration of the experiment setup.

practical experiments were carried out to characterize the

UWA channel of this area. The statistical characterization

consists in providing the PDF for the path gains and delays

of the UWA channel of this region.

Four experimental transmissions were carried out with dis-

tinct settings to create diversity in the results. The experiment

setups are summarized in Table I. The first two and the fourth

trials occurred in the same region at Enseada dos Anjos. The

first three experiments were intended for channel characteri-

zation, and the fourth was to compute the transmission BER

used in Section VI.

The experiment setup consisted of a vessel that remained

anchored throughout the trial, and it held the transmitter

20 m below the sea surface. The receiver was placed onto

the ocean floor close to the shore, at a depth of 10 m,

where the seafloor was 20 m deep. The experiment setup

is depicted in Fig 3, showing a 250 m transmission range,

which is the case for the second and fourth experiments.

The distance between the transmitter and the receiver for the

first experiment was 150 m. A third practical transmission

was carried out outside Enseada dos Anjos. Fig. 4 shows the

transmitter (22◦58′8.85′′S, 41◦58′45.18′′W) and the receiver

(22◦58′53.2′′S, 41◦59′28.7′′W) locations, 1, 500 m apart. As

the transmissions have similar structures, a general description

is made, and each specificity is explained as needed.

The testbed used for the practical experiments consisted of

a transmitter and a receiver with a digital back-end and analog

front-end. The digital back-end of the transmitter prepared

the signal to be transmitted, which was formed of repeated

blocks. The blocks were composed by an up-chirp signal,

followed by a guard time employed to avoid interference

among blocks – see Table I. Fig. 5 depicts an example of a

transmitted block and the corresponding received block in the

time and frequency domains. respectively. The analog front-

end transmitter received an audio file from the digital back-

end transmitter. First, this file was converted into an acoustic
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Fig. 4. Transmitter and receiver positions for the 3rd experiment.

signal that was filtered by an analog bandpass filter (5-10 kHz).

After this, the resulting signal was transmitted through the

UWA channel. At the receiver, the analog front-end converted

the received acoustic signal into an audio file sampled with

fs = 96 kHz and supplied this file to the digital back-end

receiver.

The digital back-end processing part occurred offline. The

received signal was filtered by a bandpass filter (5-10 kHz) for

mitigating interference from signals outside the frequencies of

interest. As the sampling frequency was fs = 96 kHz, the

signal was downsampled by a factor Q = 4, for better use of

computational resources. The result was a sampling frequency

f ′
s = 24 kHz. After filtering and downsampling, the received

signal was split into blocks.

Synchronization was indispensable in this experimental

system. Each block was treated individually in the digital

back-end receiver, so the signal stream had to be correctly

split. The synchronization procedure employed a simple cross-

correlation between the received signal and the chirp contained

in the transmitted signal. Since every block was composed of

an up-chirp, the correlation resulted in peaks signaling the

beginning of each block. Thus, the block detector divided the

signal into blocks, each one containing an up-chirp and a guard

time.

The last step in the processing was CIR estimation. To

estimate the CIR, the transmission process was modeled as

a linear time-invariant system, i.e., the UWA communication

system did not consider the Doppler effect. Assuming vector

ϕ ∈ C
N×1 as the baseband version of the pilot signal, the

following equation holds [34]

yp = Hϕ, (11)

where yp ∈ C
M×1 is the baseband received pilot, H ∈ C

M×N

is the baseband Toeplitz channel matrix, N ∈ N is the size of

the pilot in samples, and M ∈ N is the size of the received

pilot in samples. By the linear property of convolution [34],
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(d) Received chirp.

Fig. 5. Example of transmitted and received chirp.

(11) can be rewritten as

yp = Φh, (12)

where Φ ∈ C
M×N is the Toeplitz form of ϕ [35]. Therefore,

the least-squares solution of (12) is the estimated CIR

ĥ =
(

ΦHΦ
)−1

ΦHyp. (13)

Once the CIR from every transmitted block was estimated, the

proposed scheme uses all estimates to compute the statistical

information regarding gain and delay distributions.

Fig. 6 shows the histograms of real and imaginary parts

of (13) for each experiment. The data obtained from the

three experiments pass the Kolmogorov–Smirnov normality

test [36], and the number of bins in each histogram follows

Scott’s rule [37]. The results of these tests indicate that the

real and imaginary parts of (13) are Gaussian distributed,

i.e., the complex path gains are Rayleigh distributed [38].

Moreover, the delays pass the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test for

exponential distribution as in [39]. Similar results regarding

the complex path gain distributions were obtained in [17],

where experimental shallow water transmissions were carried

out in two different sites, in the Atlantic Ocean and the

Mediterranean sea, and the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was

also employed. The same results found in shallow water trials

in completely different transmission sites help to corroborate

our results. These results are standard for RF transmissions,

indicating that UWA transmissions in shallow water behave

similarly to RF propagation for some specific scenarios.

IV. ARTIFICIALLY GENERATED UWA CHANNEL

STATISTICS

In this section, a model-based CIR replay tool is used to

artificially generate probability distributions similar to the ones
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(a) Real part – Experiment 1. (b) Real part – Experiment 2. (c) Real part – Experiment 3.

(d) Imaginary part – Experiment 1. (e) Imaginary part – Experiment 2. (f) Imaginary part – Experiment 3.

Fig. 6. Real and imaginary parts of path gains obtained in the three experiments fitting normal distribution probability density functions.

obtained in Section III. Any model-based CIR replay tool

could be used for this task, TRACEO [12] was the one chosen

in this paper. TRACEO requires physical parameters of the

environment, such as sound speed and bathymetric profiles.

The sound speed profile in seawater can be estimated with the

Mackenzie equation [40] and CTD data, which shows how

the sound speed varies with depth. The bathymetric profile

outlines the 2D site in which the transmission is simulated.

Considering that the ocean floor does not change significantly

over time, a well-depicted bathymetric profile reliably repre-

sents the geographic boundaries of the simulation. Fig. 7a and

7b depict an example of a sound speed and the bathymetric

profiles of the Enseada dos Anjos.

The output of a model-based CIR replay tool only differs

(from each other) when the physical parameters change. Since

the bathymetric profile can be considered fixed for the area

where the experiments took place, different sound speed

profiles are used to generate diversity in the CIRs yielded

by TRACEO. For each sound speed profile, TRACEO returns

the number of different paths received along with each path

amplitude, relative delay, and path loss. The path loss indicates

the power in dB lost from the transmitter to the receiver.

Similarly to the experiments in Section III, all generated CIRs

were used to compute statistical data. These statistical data

were compared to one obtained from the at-sea experiments

in Section III, such as described in Fig. 8. For simplicity and

clarity, the remainder of the results compares the distribution

obtained with TRACEO and the second practical at-sea exper-

iment setup only. However, similar results were obtained for

the other two experiments as well.

Fig. 9 shows the gain distributions obtained in the second

practical experiment using TRACEO. Their real and imaginary

parts also pass the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test for normality

with 5% significance level, indicating the magnitude of the

complex gains are Rayleigh distributed. Moreover, as can be

observed in the figure, the fitted PDFs are very similar.

Fig. 10 illustrates the delay histograms from the second

practical experiment and the model-based CIR replay tool data.

They display an exponential behavior, indicated by the red

curve used as a reference, and validated using a Kolmogorov–

Smirnov test for the exponential distribution as in [39]. As

the results show, the gains and delays from the UWA channel

of the Enseada dos Anjos are circularly Gaussian and expo-

nentially distributed, respectively. Moreover, identical distribu-

tions were found with TRACEO when the CTD measurements

were used to generate diversity.

V. THE STOCHASTIC-BASED UWA CHANNEL SIMULATOR

The stochastic-based UWA channel simulator is one of

the main components of the operational framework, being

responsible for receiving the statistical data from the model-

based CIR replay tool and for outputting CIRs. [41] introduced

the stochastic-based UWA channel simulator presented in

this paper, albeit not validated with experimental data. The

validation is an important step to verify if the outputs of the

simulator correspond to “real” CIRs. The approach to validate

the channel simulator is termed operational validation [42].

This section presents the stochastic-based UWA channel sim-

ulator along with its parameters, characteristics, and validation

process.

As the primary intention herein is to accurately represent

a UWA channel, the parameters and settings assumed for
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Fig. 8. Framework used for the validation of the distributions obtained with
TRACEO.

the proposed simulator in this section were verified in ex-

perimental transmissions. Although the main output from the

channel simulator is the real-valued CIR, the proposed system

is also capable of outputting gain and delay separately for each

particular path related to the CIR. The simulator requires input

parameters, such as the sampling rate, number of paths, delay

spread, and attenuation for each path. Moreover, the channel

simulator has three options concerning the Doppler effect,

allowing to simulate channels considering none, uniform or

non-uniform Doppler effect. For uniform Doppler effect, the

parameter al in (1) is constant for every l ∈ L. For simulations

not considering Doppler effect, the CIR is considered time-

invariant, implying in al = 0. Additionally, the path gains are

(a) Practical experiment.

(b) Model-based CIR replay tool.

Fig. 9. Gain histograms following the Rayleigh distribution, data from the
second practical experiment settings.

sorted from a given PDF, which, in this case, is the Rayleigh

distribution obtained from the previous section. However, it

could be any PDF, depending on the setup to be simulated.

Furthermore, parameter τl is calculated given the difference

between each delay of each path, ∆τl. This parameter, ∆τl,
follows an exponential distribution and each τl is given by

τl =

l
∑

i=1

∆τi. (14)

In a CIR, for each path, the simulator generates different values

of ∆τl and then uses (14) to compute τl. Note that, at least

for the Enseada dos Anjos, the assumption of exponentially

distributed delays was validated by the results obtained in Sec-

tion III. The following section shows the proposed operational

framework in action, comparing the results from an at-sea

transmission with simulation using the operational framework.

VI. OPERATIONAL FRAMEWORK IN ACTION

The fundamental idea of this paper is to use the opera-

tional framework to minimize/remove the need for practical

experiments. As depicted in Fig. 1, only CTD measurements,

responsible for diversity on the results, and bathymetric pro-

files are needed to run a model-based CIR replay tool, which is

more convenient and cheaper than transmitting signals through

the sea. After extracting the statistical information from the
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Fig. 10. Delay distribution following an exponential distribution, data from
the practical experiment settings.

model-based CIR replay tool, the proposed simulator runs

its stochastic replay, being able to generate a vast number

of CIRs. This rapid CIR generation makes the Monte Carlo

simulation an attractive and efficient way to obtain diversity

within a prescribed valid PDF. In the following, we show the

operational framework in action. The goal is to use this frame-

work to reproduce the results from the fourth experimental

transmission, which is detailed in [43].

In the experiment, the original message consisted of a

ten-by-ten-pixel image. This image was converted into a

bitstream, which was encoded by a convolutional code. The

trellis structure of the code had a constraint length of 7 and

code generator polynomials 171 and 133 (in octal numbers)

with a rate of 1/2. The encoded bitstream was modulated

by a real-valued binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) signal

alphabet C. The BPSK-modulated signal was upsampled by

a factor P = ⌈fs/BW⌉ before going through the TX filter.

The TX filter was a lowpass Hamming filter with bandwidth

BW = 5 kHz and length 501 that shaped the modulated

baseband signal. Moreover, amplitude modulation shifted the

baseband signal to fc = 7.5 kHz, generating the passband

signal. Then, the message to be transmitted was concatenated

with a pilot signal used for synchronization purposes. This

pilot consisted of a chirp signal with 184 ms, whose frequency

varies linearly from 5 kHz to 10 kHz, plus a guard time of 92
ms.

At the receiver end, the signal was filtered to mitigate

interference from signals outside the frequencies of interest.

A digital bandpass filter (5-10 kHz) was applied to the signal,

and downsampled by a factor Q = 4, resulting in a sampling

frequency f ′
s = 24 kHz. After filtering and downsampling, the

received signal was split into blocks. The received message

was separated from guard time and chirp within each block.

From baseband symbols, the vector was filtered again by a

pulse shaping filter and then downsampled again by a factor

P ′ = ⌈f ′
s/BW⌉. The next stage was equalization, where an

MMSE equalizer was used, whose coefficients were calculated

using the chirp as a training sequence. The equalized signal is

demapped into bits and goes into the channel decoder using a

soft Viterbi algorithm [44], yielding the estimated transmitted

message. Finally, the BER was estimated.

For the simulation, we used a modified version of the UWA

transceiver model [43] employed in the practical transmission,

as depicted in Fig. 11. The only change from the original

model is the introduction of the operational framework from

Fig. 1. For the practical transmission, the passband channel

block was the sea channel (a real CIR), so the goal was to

reproduce this block using the operational framework output.

The first step into the operational framework was the model-

based CIR replay tool, which needs bathymetry and CTD data

inputs, as detailed in Section IV. By using 731 different CTD

measurements collected from the site, we computed the PDFs

needed by the stochastic-based UWA channel simulator. As

presented in Section V, the inputs to the proposed channel

simulator are the sampling rate, the number of paths, delay

spread, attenuation for each path, and the gain and delay mean

values. After inputting this information, it was possible to

generate as many CIRs as desired simply by sampling from

the generated PDFs. These characteristics are similar to the

real UWA channel, as shown in Section IV. For reproducing

the experimental results, 10, 000 CIRs were generated with the

stochastic-based UWA channel simulator.

Fig. 12 depicts the BER for both experimental transmission

from [43] and simulation, which employed the proposed

operational framework. To plot the BER curve versus signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR) for the experimental data in Fig. 12,

white Gaussian noise was added to the received signal in

a supervised manner. As observed in the figure, the results

obtained through the proposed simulation are very similar

to the ones obtained with the experimental data. Moreover,

another result that highlights the effectiveness of our proposal

is the MSE presented in TABLE II. The differences between

MSE values of experimental transmission and simulation are

only 0.7 and 0.4 dB for the 5 and 10 dB SNR scenarios,

respectively. Furthermore, it is worth highlighting that, when

processing the real data, the Doppler effect was not taken

into consideration. The results indicated that synchronization

and equalization were sufficient to recover a proper version

of the transmitted signal. Besides, the stochastic-based UWA

channel simulator did not consider the Doppler effect in

the simulations, and the similarity between experimental and

simulated BER indicates that the Doppler effect was negligible

in our experiments.
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TABLE II
MSE BETWEEN TRANSMITTED AND RECEIVED SIGNALS

MSE (dB)

Equalizer SNR = 5 dB SNR = 10 dB

Experimental -14.9 -23.7

Simulation -14.1 -23.3
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Fig. 12. BER versus SNR for the experimental and simulated transmissions.

VII. TRANSMIT BEAMFORMING

A. Simulations

The simulations were carried out with a BPSK-modulated

signal, a transmission rate of 400 bps, with a message of

100,000 bits, for a linear array of 4 projectors (sources),

linearly spaced, d, by 0.12 m, carrier frequency equal to 6,250

Hz, and the steering angle ranging from 0° to 180°, as shown

in Fig. 13. The single projector, when used, was placed in

the central position of the array (30.18 m deep). Bathymetry

and sound speed profiles, in this scenario, were obtained from

real data provided by the IEAPM. Through these data, 2,000

CIRs were generated with the stochastic-based UWA channel

simulator. The SNR is defined through the singular source

with the same power as the transmission beamforming. The

measure of communication efficiency employed herein is the

BER.

The BER variation is plotted as a function of the steering

angle θ for a given SNR, as illustrated in Fig. 14. The SNR

in communication with arrays varies according to the beam
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Fig. 13. Illustration of the scenery and sound speed profile of the Enseada

dos Anjos (provided by IEAPM).

steering, so the value -7 dB was defined as the SNR of a single

source of the same power in the array. Thus, we assumed this

amount of noise to be applied in the transmission beamforming

for all values of θ. In this case, the noise was generated as

white Gaussian noise.
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Fig. 14. Graph of the BER as a function of θ. The steering angle = 88° was
defined by the smallest BER with SNR equal to -7 dB.
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Fig. 15 depicts the BER versus SNR, where the SNR ranges

from −30 dB to 0 dB with a 2 dB step. As observed in the

figure, when a linear array is employed, the BER decreases

faster than that with a single source. At -10 dB, the BER

reduced from 1.67% to 0.067% when a linear array steered

at 88° is employed at the transmitter, yielding a considerable

SNR gain of approximately 3.5 dB when compared to a single

source transmission.
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Fig. 15. BER of a singular and array source steered at 88° with SNR varying
from -30 dB to 0 dB.

B. Experimental Results

Practical experiments were carried out at Enseada dos

Anjos, in Arraial do Cabo, Brazil. The linear array (with

projectors EDO type “Tonpilz” model 610E) was deployed

at a depth of 10 m. The receiver was at a depth of 9 m, with

a distance between sensors (transmission and reception) of

approximately 500 m. The array’s first source was considered

the singular source, with twice the gain. The transmitted

signals by the array were beamformed between angles 20°

and 120°, with a 2°step. The transmitted signal contained

10,000 bits, with a rate of 400 bps and a sampling frequency

of 100 kHz. The simulation was performed with 1,000 CIRs

generated by the stochastic-based UWA channel simulator.

Fig. 16 shows the BER versus θ using the experimental

data. Observe, in this figure, a similarity between the curve

obtained from the experimental data and the simulated one.

The angle that yields the smallest experimental BER is 78°,

whereas the simulated one is at 91°. This difference between

the experimental and simulated results happens due to different

interferences, mainly caused by ambient noise or channel vari-

ations, which can cause a false steering angle. However, there

is a tendency towards simulated beam steering. Naturally, a

smooth curve, possibly close to the simulated curve, would be

obtained if we could perform several practical measurements

with the same conditions and average the results.

The way to verify the influence of the tide on UWA commu-

nication systems was to carry out the same transmission at the

beginning and at the end of the experiment, where there was a

40 cm variation in the tide. As can be observed in Fig. 17, there
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Fig. 16. BER versus θ using the experimental data.
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Fig. 17. BER versus θ using the experimental data with different tides (0.6
and 1.0 m) and 7.2 dB SNR.

was a difference in the angles of the smallest experimental

BER mainly due to tidal variation. The experimental angles

were 86° for 0.6 m tide and 94° for 1.0 m tide, which were

close to the simulated results where the lowest BER (for both

tides) resulted in 91°. Thus, simulated beam steering is a good

choice for positioning an experimental transmission with an

array.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a novel stochastic-based channel simulator

and operational framework for UWA communication were

presented and validated. The validation process was done using

statistical inference on data from both at-sea experiments and

the model-based CIR replay tool, TRACEO. Once validated,

the simulator was used to produce CIRs for the proposed

operational framework. The operational framework generates

CIRs without the need to rely exclusively on at-sea practical

transmissions. As shown, the operational framework uses

oceanic information, such as bathymetry and CTD, that is to

be acquired only once. Then we can produce a significant
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number of CIRs that can be used in Monte Carlo simulations.

The use of the Monte Carlo simulations reduces the burden

of doing at-sea trials for testing a new UWA communication

system design, making the development of new technology

faster and cheaper. The operational framework was employed

in a UWA communication simulation and was compared with

practical at-sea experiments with excellent results. This work

contributes to guiding the development of UWA communica-

tion systems in the direction of using Monte Carlo simulations.

Although the channel modeling made in Section V may be

simple, the comparison made with the practical experiment

showed outstanding results, justifying the use of the chosen

model. The take-home message is that it is possible to repro-

duce the ideas presented in this paper to produce CIR, using

CTD and bathymetry as inputs to the operational framework.

With the generation of the channel’s impulse response, it

was possible to carry out simulations with transmit arrays

that presented good results. It was observed that, through a

transmission with an array of projectors performing beam-

forming in a given beam steering, a better result, i.e., reduced

BER, is obtained than a single source with equivalent power.

The experimental BER graph approached the results obtained

by the simulations, mainly the angles of the smallest BER.

For the real beam direction to be very close to the estimated

one, bathymetry and tidal data must be accurately collected.

Another problem that can influence the BER estimation, and

consequently, the beam steering, is the time-varying ambient

noise that causes variations in the error rates. It was also

observed that using the array steered to the angle (θ) of the

smallest simulated BER, usually close to the line of sight, was

always better than the transmission with a single source. We

verified in simulations that the use of the transmission array

considerably increases the range of underwater communica-

tion.
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